PUR Workshop Agenda

When: February 15, 2011
Where: Rm 220 (CDFA conference room), 1220 N Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Light refreshments will be provided at the site.

8:30-9:00  Registration
9:00-9:10  Introduction – Minghua Zhang
9:10-9:35  New Procedures for Identifying High Rates of Pesticide Use – by Larry Wilhoit
9:35-10:00 Exploring PUR Data for Crop Distribution and Delivery Online for Cooperative Extension – by Kris Lynn-Patterson
10:00-10:25 Using PUR to evaluate the impact of disease forecast on treatment strategies and the environment – by Travis Lybbert
10:25-10:45 Break
10:45-11:10 Volatile organic compound emission from pesticides – by Randy Segawa
11:10-11:35 Pesticide use in water quality modeling – by Yuzhou Luo
11:35-12:00 Residential exposure to agriculturally applied pesticides during gestation and the risk of autism spectrum disorders – by Janie Shelton
12:00-12:15 Using Google Motion Charts to Visualize Multidimensional PUR Data by Susan Kegley
12:15-12:30 Discussion on what is next
12:30-  Workshop ends

For questions: Contact Steering Committee members.
Minghua Zhang, mhzhang@ucdavis.edu, 530-752-4953,
Joyce Strand, jfstrand@ucdavis.edu, 530-752-8352,
Larry Wilhoit, lwilhoit@cdpr.ca.gov, 916-324-4271,
John Steggall, jsteggall@cdfa.ca.gov, 916-651-0572,
Joe Browde, mjbrowde@pacbell.net,